MSS January GC Meeting Summary
01/26/2022 from 7-8:30 p.m. CT

Actions Taken

- (GCAI) 3-year term limit for AMA Foundation Board liaison role: Motion to refer this matter to the IOP.ETF and notify the author of the outcome. Motion passes.
- (GCAI) Advocacy leadership curriculum: Motion to work through avenues for students to demonstrate advocacy skills and receive recognition. MSS GC to reach out to committee stakeholders for input on advocacy achievements and enhancement of curriculum, continue ongoing work within the section, and work with MSS leaders to develop advocacy curriculum. Work with author to implement what we have to demonstrate advocacy work rather than simply learn about advocacy. Motion passes.
- (GCAI) Creation of a new Standing Committee on current events and crises: Motion to not create a new Standing Committee. Motion passes. Motion to push out a public message through Facebook for morning rounds and press release center, link to AMA letter finder, and AMA advocacy update. Sarah to send out notice to region GCs regarding advocacy spotlights to region newsletters. Future events that warrant a task force he can submit a GCAI to request. Motion passes.

Topics Discussed

- New Standing Committees met and received their reports for this cycle
- First AMA-wide mentorship meeting held to begin brainstorming
- MSS Awards and Recognition set for The Physicians of the Future Summit debut
- Full MSS policy calendar set here
- Chair-Elect working to expand diversity through other student medical associations
- Upcoming discussion with AMA Foundation Board liaisons to standardize region communications
- Working to revamp and standardize Sunset report